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We have continued research on也ethree-dimensional shapes担eas町ementsystem using畠spatial
modulator.百lIssystem is composed of a projector，組 opticalspatial modulator， a CCD camera， 
and a computer. A liquid crystal is used as the optical spatial modulator.百legrat泊gpattems that 
釘宮 projectedon the surface of the object are controlled by the computer connected with the optical 
spatial modulator.百leprojected p出emsare cap印redby the CCD camera.百ledata are transferred 
to the computer. After a transformation泊toline data， the data are analyzed to obtain the 
coordinate of the surface of the 0吋ect.百四 advantagesof this system are non-contact， norトinvasiveヲ
and short time measurement. We proposed a method using differentiation to expand the measurable 
area阻 d加provethe accuracy of measurement. Additionally， we proposed to eliminate the 
influence of marking on target object surfaces. It was a very practical and effective method. 
In this paper， W巴 reportthe techniques of precision improvement也 caseof the three-
dimensional measurement. ( 1)Construction of the high pr目isionthree-dimensional shape 
measuring system. (2) Reduction of the eπor from the three-dimensional measurement圃(3) 
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の点B(0， b， a)に置き， レンズの光軸が原点Oを通








Y田(脚b.ra可EZ由 b2y)tan8n / H 
ZE((EnJよ寸E言問aby)tan 8n -a2y -b2y) / H 
H "，(maよ可b2 -by) t叩 f)n+ 1ゅよ2+ b'2. + ay 






























































































エッジ法による細線化画像図11色白変わり目 111: 1 : 1: 1 
苦輸出 品品母語
F、関 Ii I I I I I I I 
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→一一由一一一・中点法 エッジiま ? 
ムー一一 圏盤鶴霊童 二二二二工
格子パターンの認識図13格子パターン幅の変化における細線化の比較図10




















































b = 80.0 (cm) 
c = 20圃o(cm) 
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